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QUESTION 1

A DevOps Engineer needs to change the default size for a tar file to 512 MB. 

Which option should be used to enable this configuration? 

A. Set Segment Cache Size property to 512 in Oak Segment TAR NodeStore Service configuration in Webconsole 

B. Set tarmk.size property to 512 in org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.segment.SegmentNodeStoreService.config file 

C. Set NodeState Cache property to 512 in Apache Jackrabbit Oak Document NodeStore Service configuration in
Webconsole 

D. Set changesSize property to 512 in org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.plugins.document.DocumentNodeStoreService.config
file 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/deploying/deploying/datastore-config.html 

 

QUESTION 2

How can the DevOps Engineer prevent any user from logging in with the default admin credentials during startup of the
AEM instance? 

A. Update the default password in the OSGi configuration for the OSGi web console 

B. Change the default AEM admin password on initial setup 

C. Configure the dispatcher to prevent access to /system/console 

D. Disable the OSGi web console login bundle by using the production ready runmode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A business needs to remove a publish instance due to a contractual downsizing. 

Which action will prevent a rapid increase of errors in the author instance? 

A. Arrange a content freeze preventing access to the author instance while the publish instance is being removed 

B. Remove the dispatchers associated with the publish instance being removed 

C. Delete the replication agent on the author instance mapped to the publish instance being removed 

D. Configure the dispatcher mapped to the publish instance being removed to display a maintenance page 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to support 1500 unique users per day and 300 concurrent users for their author instance. 

Which persistence storage option should the DevOps Engineer select? 

A. TarMK 

B. S3 

C. MongoMK 

D. RDBMS 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/deploying/using/performanceguidelines.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Recently published content is not visible on the search results on the public website. 

All results show on the author environment Some results show on the publish environment The LastIndexedTime metric
is not updated when checking the Async Indexer stats MBean The user is trying to find the page by the title 

The following line appears regularly in the log: 

08.01.2019 01:22:04.474 *INFO* [pool-9-thread-2] org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.plugins.index.IndexUpdate Reindexing will
be performed for following indexes [/oak:index/damFileSize, /oak:index/lucene, /oak:index/ cqLastModified] 

How can the DevOps Engineer gather more information about the root cause of this issue? 

A. Increase the logging level for stdout.log to DEBUG in the sling log support configuration 

B. Increase the logging level for stderr.log to DEBUG by setting a JVM option 

C. Increase the logging level for org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.plugins.index 

D. Increase the logging level for the health reports in the maintenance UI 

Correct Answer: C 
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